The polynomials tab ulated are b k(X), where b k(X) is related to t h e Bernoulli polynomial B k(X) by the formul a
Definitions
The polynomials bk(x) tabulated b elow can be identified with the B ernoulli polynomials l Bk(x) by the following r elations:
(-1)kH27r)kB k ( ;;) lc ! . Fo(O< x:=; 7r, we have Explieit expressions for th e polynomials tabulated h er e are as follows: 
b5 (x) = -240+ 48-3"6 +90'
I Sec H . T. Davis. Tables of t he higber mathematical fun ctions, II, 1S1 (Principia Press. Inc., Bloomington, Ind., 1935) . The entries correspond to the argument x= 7ry/36, for y = O(1 )36. The values are given to 17 decimal places, with an error of less than one unit in the last place.
The above functions were obtained in the process of computing the function GCx, z) required in the solution of the telegr apher's equation by George E. Forsyth e. 2
II. Method of Computation
The derivatives with respect to y of bk C 1ry/36), at y = O, were computed with the aid of Glaisher's values 3 of 1r n ; and the leading forward differences at y = O were then computed from the well-known formulas for differences in terms of derivatives. Let jCy) be a polynomial of degree k, and let /::'.1'jo indicate the pth forward difference of fCy) at y = O. Then for integral values of s, (2) where If t:,.vjo is not exact, but has the rounding error tv, then from eq 2 the error injCs), due to using inexact differences, will be In order to insure an error no greater than 2 X 10-18 inf(s) , the leading differences were computed to a high enough accuracy to satisfy /ksCptp /<2X and the computed differences were tested by generating the last required value (corresponding to y = 36) from eq 2 and comparing the result with the value of the functions computed from eq 1. This phase of the work was done with the aid of desk calculators.
The leading differences were then key-punched, carefully tested, and used to generate all remaining values on an IBM tabulator, type 405 . The last value obtained in the process agreed with precomputed values to within two units in the eighteenth decimal place, and this guaranteed the accuracy of all intermediate values, since each value was based on previously computed values. To eliminate a possible listing error, the values listed on the preliminary manuscript were differenced on an adding machine. Finally the values were summed in groups of nine or ten, and the sums recorded; this was done on the 405 IBM tabulator, from the punched cards. The galley proofs of the printed table were carefully proofread, and then summed in the same groups of nine or ten; from these sums the precomputed sums were subtracted. A zero total insured the agreement of the galley proofs with the tested preliminary manuscript.
The preparation of leading differences at y = O, and the checking of the manuscript were performed by Mrs. H. Arens and Misses F. Gordon, B . Harding, S. Marks, and R. Tishman. The computation of the functions on the IBM tabulator was performed by Everett Rea. , 00000 00000 00000 00 I --------------------------------- 
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